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Abstract— These Days parents are worried about their 

children’s so they want a complete track of them and monitor 

them all the time, This is physically not possible so we 

introduce Safety Monitoring system which is helpful for 

monitoring or tracking the child and their activities from 

anywhere in the world. The major issue of child missing can 

be solved with the help of child tracking system as well as 

parents who need to keep a track of their every steps, this 

system plays a vital role. The android application utilizes 

GPS and communication administrations to find their tyke's 

area. This application secretly retrieves all the Call Logs, 

Message Details, Contact list, browsing histories which 

includes YouTube search histories and accurate Location 

without the children’s permission or without their knowledge 

as this application runs is in background and the major 

advantage of this feature is, if child reboots the Mobile phone 

the background process starts as the reboot is complete, so the 

process is never ending. This application sends all the data 

from the child’s phone to the server and from the server to the 

parent’s phone in every 10 minutes interval. This application 

is divided into 2 Apps, one is for the parent where they can 

see all the activities of their children and other is the Child 

Part, where the child can only see a calculator while the data 

is been fetched in the background without child’s knowledge.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world, over 80% of the world population, including 

children around the age of eight or seven, owns smart phones 

[1]. This is due to many reasons. One of them is the 

exceptional highlights and capacities that new advanced 

mobile phones offer particularly android based PDAs. With 

that numerous highlights, the requirement for clever 

applications rises. As we would see it, GPS offers exceptional 

capacities in finding position and this can be utilized to create 

ingenious application that helps in finding absent or lost 

youngsters. Studies led by Cyber Travel Tips [2] 

demonstrated that in Malaysia, missing kids are 

fundamentally ordered into two classifications. The primary 

class is vanishing, which incorporates fleeing from home. 

The other class is snatching or hijacking. Insights uncover 

that since 2004, an aggregate of 5,996 kids younger than 18 

disappeared from their homes. Fortunately, around 4092 

youths returned home or found by the police. Nonetheless, 

the other 1,904 kids are as yet absent. Those children are 

young fellows and young women with ages between 14 years 

and 17 years. Likewise, when watchmen need to go family 

trip, they for the most part stress over their youths' prosperity. 

Even worst, parents can lose sight of their children and fear 

the possibly of kidnapping or worst for them and aimed to 

help locating missing or lost children. It takes advantage of 

the fact that many of today’s children bring smart phones 

which is convenient for this kind of situation. In this work, 

GPS is combined with one of the basic service of a smart 

phone which is GSM, more specifically SMS, in one system. 

An application at the parent side will enable guardians to send 

an area demand to a youngster side at that point recover the 

area from the demand answer and shows it on a guide. Then 

again, the application at the kid's side assembles the 

fundamental data of the advanced cell that will be utilized to 

find the PDA. Information such as GPS coordinates and time 

are gathered and sent to the parent smart phone that’s 

preregistered on the application. The correspondence 

between the parent and the kid applications is finished 

utilizing Short Message Service (SMS).SMS offers the 

system unique features. It will allow the system to work 

without the need of internet connection thus allows the 

application to be implemented on smart phones that don’t 

support GPRS, 2G or 3G internet connectivity. The system 

sends the location of child’s smart phone to parent’s smart. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Lydia Plowman, [1] This paper makes a contribution to our 

understanding of research in home environments by attracting 

consideration regarding the shortage of research that gives 

full record of youngsters' observations and encounters with 

regards to innovation in the home. It describes a study of 3- 

and 4-year-old children’s play and learning with toys and 

technologies in family settings and how an eco-cultural 

approach was enlisted as a framework for understanding the 

home’s unique mix of inhabitants, learning opportunities and 

resources. Techniques that are good with such a methodology 

are examined as far as how we settled on choices about the 

sorts of information that can assist us with understanding 

progressively about family connections and exercises and, 

thusly, about youngsters' learning. The system additionally 

offered shape to our elucidations of the information, 

empowering us to light up the complex of practices, qualities 

and frames of mind and their crossing points with innovation. 

It finishes up by theorizing on a portion of the reasons why 

youngsters appear to be missing from numerous 

investigations of innovation in regular day to day existence 

and proposing a portion of the manners by which this might 

be helped. 

Aude G. Billard Member, [2] We report on the study 

of gazes, conducted on children with pervasive 

developmental disorders (PDD), by using a novel head-

mounted eye-tracking device called the Wear Cam Because 

of the convenient idea of the Wear Cam, we can screen 

naturalistic associations between the youngsters and grown-

ups. The examination included a gathering of 3 to multi year-

old youngsters (n=13) with PDD contrasted with a gathering 

of regularly creating (TD) kids (n=13) somewhere in the 

range of 2 and 6-years of age. We found huge contrasts 

between the two gatherings, regarding the extent and the 

recurrence of scenes of straightforwardly taking a gander at 

countenances amid the entire arrangement of examinations. 
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Taciana Pontual Falcão, [3] Intellectual disabilities 

cause significant sub-average achievement in learning, 

which, from a socio constructionist perspective, can be 

addressed by using adequate tools. Unmistakable innovations 

are viewed as especially encouraging instruments to assist 

youngsters with scholarly inabilities, by empowering 

available communication through physical control, related to 

advanced portrayals. Nonetheless, the field needs centered 

examinations, as beginning exploration needs to date 

delivered generally nonexclusive outcomes. This article 

presents exact investigations where youngsters with scholarly 

inabilities cooperated with four unmistakable frameworks. 

Examination concentrated on kids' impression of affordances 

and portrayal modalities. Results demonstrated the 

transcendence of physical portrayals over computerized, and 

the significance of educational criticism to maintain a 

strategic distance from misguided judgments from saw 

physical affordances. 

AlunPreeceet.al,[4]Has introduced the Sentinel 

platform that supports semantic enrichment of streamed 

social media data for the purposes of situational 

understanding. The stage is the consequence of a co plan 

exertion among processing and social researchers, iteratively 

created through a progression of pilot considers. The stage is 

established upon an information based methodology, in 

which input streams (channels) are portrayed by spatial and 

phrased parameters, gathered media is preprocessed to 

distinguish noteworthy terms (signs), and information are 

labeled (surrounded) in connection to a cosmology. 

Ellen W. McGinnis, Ryan S. McGinnis,[5] Fleeting 

periods of risk reaction including Potential Threat(Anxiety), 

Acute Threat (Startle, Fear), and Post-danger Response 

Modulation have been distinguished as basic markers of 

uneasiness issue. Objective measures of response during 

these phases may help identify children at risk for anxiety, 

however the complexity of current assessment techniques 

prevent their adoption in many research and clinical contexts. 

We propose an elective innovation, an inertial estimation unit 

(IMU), that empowers non-obtrusive estimation of the 

developments related with danger reaction, and test its 

capacity to distinguish danger reaction stages in youthful 

youngsters at uplifted hazard for creating tension. We 

measured the movement of 18 kids (3-7 years of age) amid a 

nervousness/dread inciting conduct assignment utilizing an 

IMU. In particular, estimations from a solitary IMU verified 

to the kid's midsection were utilized to extricate root-mean-

square increasing speed and rakish speed in the event and 

vertical headings, and tilt and yaw scope of-movement amid 

every danger reaction stage. IMU estimations recognized 

expected contrasts in youngster movement by risk stage. 

Also, potential danger movement was decidedly connected to 

familial uneasiness chance, surprise scope of movement was 

emphatically corresponded with kid disguising 

manifestations, and reaction regulation movement was 

contrarily related to familial tension hazard. Results propose 

differential hypothesis driven danger reaction stages, and 

bolster past writing interfacing maternal youngster hazard to 

uneasiness with conduct estimates utilizing progressively 

possible target techniques. This is the primary investigation 

showing the utility of an IMU for describing the movement 

of youthful kids to stamp the periods of risk reaction tweak. 

The procedure gives novel and target proportion of risk 

reaction for emotional well-being analysts. 

Zhi Zheng, Student Member, IEEE, Qiang Fu, Huan 

Zhao, Amy Swanson, Amy S. Weitlauf, Zachary E. Warren, 

and Nilanjan Sarkar,SeniorMember,[6]  Social 

correspondence is among the center regions of weakness for 

kids with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). The 

preparation of social introduction is vital for improving social 

correspondence of kids with ASD. As of late, innovation 

helped ASD mediation had picked up energy because of its 

potential points of interest as far as accuracy, manageability, 

adaptability and cost. In this paper, we propose a closed-loop 

autonomous computer system, named SOTS, for training 

social orientation skills to young children with ASD. This 

framework is intended to recognize and follow a tyke's 

consideration because of social introduction offers and help 

the youngster towards fitting social introduction when 

required. Reaction to name, an imperative social introduction 

ability, was utilized to exhibit the usefulness of the proposed 

framework. Ten toddlers with AS participated in a pilot user 

study to show whether the system could be used on young 

children who have been diagnosed with ASD. Another pilot 

client think about with10 TD babies tried whether this 

framework can possibly be connected for early recognition 

for newborn children who were more youthful than the age 

when ASD determinations should be possible. This was done 

purposefully to independently exhibit utility and usefulness 

for the clinical populace of intrigue and to show usefulness 

past current clinical ID limit (i.e., newborn children). The 

outcomes demonstrated that the proposed framework and the 

convention were very much endured by the two gatherings, 

effectively caught youthful youngsters' consideration, and 

evoked the ideal conduct. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed framework depends just on two primary 

administrations, communication and area,   therefore wiping 

out the requirement for web association or a committed 

server. At last, as any product item or configuration, there is 

still space for improvement. Highlights can   be added to 

improve the framework, for example, crisis cautions and 

numerous others. The proposed framework will be actualized, 

proceeded, looked into and   improved in a later work. The 

application is utilized to follow the Child's area as well as call 

logs, messages and contact from their cell phone. Purpose 

behind   picking android OS is that to target more clients. The 

adaptable application uses the GPS and SMS organizations 

found in Android phones. It empowers the parent to get their 

tykes region on a consistent manage. The structure contains 

opposite sides, kid side and parent side. A guardians 

contraption essential commitment is to send an interest region 

SMS to the children device to get the zone of the child. On 

the other hand, the children device essential obligation is to 

answer the GPS position to the guardian’s device upon 

interest. 
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IV. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 

 

V. MODULES 

A. Location Tracking Using GPS: 

A GPS following unit is a route gadget ordinarily conveyed 

by a moving vehicle or individual that utilizes the Global 

Positioning System (GPS) to follow the gadget's 

developments and decide its area. The recorded area 

information can either be put away inside the following unit. 

1) Home Page: 

 

2) User Information: 

 

B. Cellular Identification: 

This application secure child will be very helpful to such 

worried parents and assures them the safety of the children. 

In this module, application which will take care of your child 

information gathered while the child is travelling to wherever 

GPS reading is used for tracking.  

User Login: 

 

C. Gathering Browsing History: 

 A Browsing History allows you to watch the browsing 

history of all user profiles in a running mobile, as well as to 

get the browsing history. In this module, all the browsing 

history of the child will be gathered. 
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D. Send Notification to Parents: 

In this module, child information gathered to send a message 

to all connected parents. Then, the     parents identify to child 

location details 

1) Notification: 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

It is concluded that the system is reasoned that the framework 

is to gives youngsters security to the parents. This work is 

intended for guardians and kids. Both must have an advanced 

mobile phone that bolsters GPS and SMS as a base. SMS is a 

fundamental administration on any advanced cells yet GPS 

can be found on new PDAs. This application is for the most 

part to be utilized by guardians to find the youngster's area 

and guarantee their versatile utilization to identify 

undesirable activity on the portable. The application is 

utilized to follow the Child's area as well as call logs, 

messages and contact from their cell phone. Purpose behind 

picking android OS is that to target more clients. The kids 

perusing history will be appeared to their parents. 

VII. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

At long last, similar to any product item or configuration, 

there is still space for improvement. Highlights can be added 

to upgrade the framework, for example, Geo-fencing, crisis 

cautions and numerous others. The IMEI number parameter 

can be added to this system make it more efficient .The 

proposed system will be implemented, continued, reviewed 

and improved in a later work. 
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